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2175
A022600

A022601

A022610

A022611

A022624

A022635

A022684

A022685

A022686

Holder for breakaway cable
Holder for the breakaway cable, used to fasten the breakaway cable while driving with a trailer.
bike carrier Strada DL 2
for two bicycles, mounting on towel bar. Illuminatiing system integrated, Payload 60 kg*, for border diameter
from 25 to 80 mm. EU type approval. Expandable to carry four bykes with item A022610.
Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
Details of the rear bike carrier Strada DL3:
bike carrier Strada DL 3
for three bicycles, mounting on towel bar. Illuminatiing system integrated, maximum payload 60 kg*, for border
diameter from 25 to 80 mm. EU type approval. Expandable to carry four bikes with item A022611 (therefor
separate anchoring necessary).
Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
Details of the rear bike carrier Strada DL3:
add-on set
rack for 3rd bike with spacer, for rear bike carrier Strada Sport M 2 and Strada DL 2. Maximum payload 45
kg*.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
add-on set
for 4th bicycle, for bicycle-carrier Strada DL.3. Maximum payload 63 kg*. Only allowed when fourth bicycle is
anchored separately!
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
add-on set
rack for 4th bike with spacer, for bicycle-carrier Strada Sport M 3, maximum payload 68 kg*.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
DRIVE-UP RAIL
Loading aid for Strada Sport, E-Bike and DL bicycle
tow bar carriers, Matt anodized aluminium / PPT
bike carrier Strada Sport M 2
for two bicycles, mounting on towel bar. Illuminatiing system integrated, maximum payload 60 kg*, for border
diameter from 25 to 80 mm. EU type approval. Expandable to carry four bykes with item A022610.
Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
Details of rear bike carrier Strada Sport M3:
bike carrier Strada Sport M 3
for three bicycles, mounting on towel bar. Illuminatiing system integrated, Payload 60 kg*, for border diameter
from 25 to 80 mm. EU type approval.Expandable to carry four bikes with item A022624.
Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
Details of rear bike carrier Strada Sport M3:
bike carrier Strada eBike M
Foldable carrier for two e-bikes, mounting on tow-bar, lighting system with light protection, extra long gaps
from bike to bike, maximum payload 60 kg*, frame diameters from 25 to 80 mm, tyre width 18 - 29 inches,
weight 14 kg, dimensions in mm 1.000 x 590 x 200 (folded frame), EC operating permit.

EUR 24,89
EUR 438,41

EUR 542,63

EUR 92,82

EUR 158,27

EUR 92,82

EUR 42,84

EUR 354,72

EUR 390,00

EUR 409,00
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A022696

A022750

A022751

A082227

A082291

A082292

Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
Bike carrier Strada eBike ML
Foldable carrier for two e-bikes, mounting on tow-bar, lighting system with light protection, extra long gaps
from bike to bike, maximum payload 60 kg*, frame diameters from 25 to 80 mm, tyre width 18 - 29 inches,
weight 15, 5 kg, dimensions in mm 1.200 x 590 x 200 (folded frame), EC operating permit.
Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
bike carrier Strada Vario 2
ultimativ fold carrier for two bikes or e-bikes, mounting on towel bar. Illuminatiing system integrated, maximum
payload 60 kg*, for border diameter from 25 to 80 mm, tyre dimension 18-29 inches, weight 16, 9 kg,
dimensions in mm 1.140 x 600 x 740, stow dimension in mm 635 x 395 x 630, EU type approval**
Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
** Vertical load of the tow bar when loaded with two bikes must be at least 50 kg.
Details of rear bike carrier Strada Vario2:
bike carrier Strada Vario 3
ultimativ fold carrier for two bikes or e-bikes, mounting on towel bar. Illuminatiing system integrated, Payload
66 kg, for border diameter from 25 to 80 mm, tyre dimension 18-29 inches, weight 19, 9 kg, dimensions in mm
1.140 x 730 x 690, stow dimension in mm 635 x 470 x 730, EC type approval
Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
**Vertical load of the tow bar when loaded with three bikes must be at least 60 kg.
Details of rear bike carrier Strada Vario3:
Bike carrier Giro AF+
for roof bar, matt anodized aluminium, bikes from 20 to 29 wheel size, for all regular tyre sizes, including 3.0’’
wide Plus-Tyres, automatic holding function, theft protection for bike and carrier, holds round frames from 22
to 80 mm and oval frams up to 100 x 80 mm, for steel cross bars, 32 x 22 mm, maximum bike weight 17 kg.
City Crash certified. Not suitable for e-Bikes. Roof bar as well as bike are not included in scope of delivery.
Roof box CASAR M Lava Structured
Attractive roof box in lava-structured, material: ABS / ASA, lid opening on right side, optimized values for
aerodynamics, Open + Close Assist - lifting / lowering mechanism. Central locking system, Master Fit fastmounting, central locking. Dimensions L / W / H 177 x 77 x 42 cm, volume 380 L, empty weight 14.5 kg, max.
Payload 75 kg. Please note the maximum permitted roof load of the vehicle. City Crash certified, 5-year
manufacturer's warranty
The roof box should only be used in combination with the associated roof girders. Roof trusses are not
included, please order separately. This roof box is aa universal item and not a vehicle specific product.
Roof box CASAR L Brilliant Black
Attractive roof box in Brillant Black, material: ABS / PMMA, lid opening on both sides, optimized values for
aerodynamics, Open + Close Assist - lifting / lowering mechanism. Central locking system, basic carrier
Premium quick-release. Dimensions L / W / H 191 x 81 x 42 cm, volume 420 L, empty weight 17.5 kg, max.
Payload 75 kg. Please note the maximum permitted roof load of the vehicle. City Crash certified, 5-year
manufacturer's warranty.
The roof box should only be used in combination with the associated roof girders. Roof trusses are not
included, please order separately. This roof box is a universal item and not a vehicle specific product.
- Symbolic illustration

EUR 429,99

EUR 548,99

EUR 649,00

EUR 119,00

EUR 369,00

EUR 499,00
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A082293

A082294

A082295

A082704

A082706

A089048

AN02472

AN02472/S

AN02474

AN02474/S

AN04543

Roof box CASAR L Lava Structured
Attractive roof box in Lava Structured, material: ABS / ASA, lid opening on both sides, optimized values for
aerodynamics, Open + Close Assist - lifting / lowering mechanism. Central locking system, basic carrier
Premium quick-release. Dimensions L / W / H 191 x 81 x 42 cm, volume 420 L, empty weight 17.5 kg, max.
Payload 75 kg. Please note the maximum permitted roof load of the vehicle. City Crash certified, 5-year
manufacturer's warranty
The roof box should only be used in combination with the associated roof girders. Roof trusses are not
included, please order separately. This roof box is a universal item and not a vehicle specific product.
- Symbolic illustration
Roof box CASAR XL Brilliant Black
Attractive roof box in Brillant Black, material: ABS / PMMA, lid opening on both sides, optimized values for
aerodynamics, Open + Close Assist - lifting / lowering mechanism. Central locking system, basic carrier
Premium quick-release. Dimensions L / W / H 215 x 90 x 43 cm, volume 540 L, empty weight 20.5 kg, max.
Payload 75 kg. Please note the maximum permitted roof load of the vehicle. City Crash certified, 5-year
manufacturer's warranty.
The roof box should only be used in combination with the associated roof girders. Roof trusses are not
included, please order separately. This roof box is a universal item and not a vehicle specific product.
Roof box CASAR XL Lava Structured
Attractive roof box in Lava Structured, material: ABS / ASA, lid opening on both sides, optimized values for
aerodynamics, Open + Close Assist - lifting / lowering mechanism. Central locking system, basic carrier
Premium quick-release. Dimensions L / W / H 215 x 90 x 43 cm, volume 540 L, empty weight 20.5 kg, max.
Payload 75 kg. Please note the maximum permitted roof load of the vehicle. City Crash certified, 5-year
manufacturer's warranty.
The roof box should only be used in combination with the associated roof girders. Roof trusses are not
included, please order separately. This roof box is a universal item and not a vehicle specific product.
ski carrier NOVA 4
Ski and snowboard carrier attachment, set for 4 pairs of skis or 1 snowboard and 1 pair of skis, lockable dirt
catch protects against dust and dirt.
Total width approx. 570 mm, loading area approx. 400 mm, depth of rubber pad approx. 60 mm. Some
bindings on boards or skis require greater distances to the vehicle roof. In the Nova basic equipment, the
adapters are included.
This carrier attachment is suitable for square support tube 32 x 22 mm or aluminum profiles and is not to be
used with the original railing of the vehicle manufacturer.
ski carrier NOVA 6
Ski and snowboard carrier attachment, set for 6 pairs of skis or 2 snowboard and 1 pair of skis, lockable dirt
catch protects against dust and dirt.
Total width approx. 780 mm, loading area approx. 610 mm, depth of rubber pad approx. 60 mm. Some
bindings on boards or skis require greater distances to the vehicle roof. In the Nova basic equipment, the
adapters are included.
This carrier attachment is suitable for square support tube 32 x 22 mm or aluminum profiles and is not to be
used with the original railing of the vehicle manufacturer.
surf kit for roof bar
Rubber bonded, powder-coated, steel, simple mounting, set for transport of one surfboard consisting of four
metall brackets, two straps each 2, 50 m and two mast holders, roof luggage rack not included in delivery. This
extension is not to use in combination with the original rail racks of the car manufacturer. Mounting only on
square bars 32 x 32 mm.
Clamp lamp brackets 42 mm
clamplamp holders, stainless steel, for front guard, 42 mm tube, set consisting of two holders.
ADVICE: Only to use for tube diameter of 42 mm
Clamp lamp brackets 42 mm
clamplamp holders, stainless steel, black dull powder-coated, for front guard, 42 mm tube, set consisting of
two holders.
ADVICE: Only to use for tube diameter of 42 mm
Clamp lamp brackets 60 mm
Clamplamp holders, stainless steel, for front guard, 60 mm tube, set consisting of two brackets.
ADVICE: Only to use for tube diameter of 60 mm
Clamp lamp brackets 60 mm
Clamplamp holders, stainless steel, black dull powder-coated, for front guard, 60 mm tube, set consisting of
two brackets.
ADVICE: Only to use for tube diameter of 60 mm
frontbar
Frontguard, high edition, stainless steel chromed, 60 mm with integrated cross tube 42 mm.
Please note: Compatible with ACC, FCM and PDC. On vehicles with front camera the upper tube of the bar is
in the visible area of the field of view!

EUR 469,00

EUR 574,16

EUR 490,49

EUR 139,00

EUR 168,99

EUR 103,53

EUR 26,18

EUR 26,18

EUR 30,94

EUR 30,94

EUR 355,81
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AN04543/S

CB04932

CB04933

CB05200

E-DB14

E-DB14SE

E-DG13

E-DG13SE

HE01002

HE01003

Shipment incl. mounting material and EC type approval. No entry in car documents within the EC necessary.
NOTE: Front bar for SEAT Ateca, not to be used for CUPRA Ateca!
frontbar
Frontguard, high edition, stainless steel black plastic coated, 60 mm with integrated cross tube 42 mm.
Please note: Compatible with ACC, FCM and PDC. On vehicles with front camera the upper tube of the bar is
in the visible area of the field of view!
Shipment incl. mounting material and EC type approval. No entry in car documents within the EC necessary.
NOTE: Front bar black for SEAT Ateca, not to be used for CUPRA Ateca!
Footwell shell
Footwell shell in Highline edition, front left (drivers side), approx. 5 cm high border, , black, additional
protection of the foot rest and in the area behind the pedals, nonskid material upside, easy to clean, resistant
against acid, petrol and saltwater, dimensionally stable from -40°C to +80°C (at high incident solar radiation),
no odor emission (material consists of PP/PE plastics), accurately fitting, no slip or jam in foot pedal area.
Footwell shell
Footwell shell in Highline edition, front right (co-drivers side), approx. 5 cm high border, black, additional
protection of the foot rest and in the area behind the pedals, nonskid, nonskid material upside, easy to clean,
resistant against acid, petrol and saltwater, dimensionally stable from -40°C to +80°C (at high incident solar
radiation), no odor emission (material consists of PP/PE plastics), accurately fitting.
Multi mat
Loading sill protection and boot mat, Velcro snaps for attachment to the carpet. Dimension approx. 80 x 60
cm. This mat is a universal item and not a vehicle specific product.
Number plate holder
EU-Norm, polished stainless steel, with all stainless steel reverse, 52 cm, slightly curved (12 mm measured in
the centre), single-line, external dimensions L/H/D: 525/124/9 mm.
Design edition. The lower strip at the number plate holder can be removed due to a spring bolt lock. No
special tool necessary. Ideal also for transferable licence plates.
Plain, understated and high grade manufactured. Stainless steel 0.6 mm thickness. This results in incredibly
rugged and long-lasting. The surface is polishable. There is no sensitive chromium coating. 100%
manufactured in the EU.
Price per one license plate holder
Number plate holder security
EU-Norm, polished stainless steel, with all stainless steel reverse, 52 cm, slightly curved (12 mm neasured in
the centre), single-line, external dimensions L/H/D: 525/124/9 mm
Security edition. Better protection against theft as the lower strip at the number plate holder is lateral anchored
with special security screws. Suitable tools as well as backup screw are included in scoop of delivery.
Plain, understated and high grade manufactured. Stainless steel 0.6 mm thickness. This results in incredibly
rugged and long-lasting. The surface is polishable. There is no sensitive chromium coating. 100%
manufactured in the EU.
Price per one license plate holder
Number plate holder
EU Norm, stainless steel polished, with all stainless steel backside, 52 cm straight, single-line. Outside
dimension L/H/D: 525/124/9 mm.
Design edition. The lower strip at the number plate holder can be removed due to a spring bolt lock. No
special tool necessary. Ideal also for transferable licence plates.
Plain, understated and high grade manufactured. Stainless steel 0.6 mm thickness. This results in incredibly
rugged and long-lasting. The surface is polishable. There is no sensitive chromium coating. 100%
manufactured in the EU.
Price for one license plate holder
Number plate holder security
EU Norm, stainless steel polished, with all stainless steel backside, 52 cm straight, single-line. Outside
dimension L/H/D: 525/124/9 mm.
Security edition. Better protection against theft as the lower strip at the number plate holder is lateral anchored
with special security screws. Suitable tools as well as backup screw are included in scoop of delivery.
Plain, understated and high grade manufactured. Stainless steel 0.6 mm thickness. This results in incredibly
rugged and long-lasting. The surface is polishable. There is no sensitive chromium coating. 100%
manufactured in the EU.
Price per one license plate holder
front fog lights Hella FF40
set consisting of two high-beam head lights including professionel wiring-kit. No Clamp lamp brackets included
in scope of delivery, please order separately; Dimension in mm B 89, 7 X H 59, 7 X T 78, 3
high-beam head lights Hella FF50
set consisting of two high-beam head lights Hella FF50 including professionel wiring-kit. No Clamp lamp
brackets included in scope of delivery, please order separately, dimensions in mm W 117, 4 x H 72, 9 x D 96,
2

EUR 355,81

EUR 44,98

EUR 44,98

EUR 29,99

EUR 34,95

EUR 44,95

EUR 34,95

EUR 44,95

EUR 103,53

EUR 72,00
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HE01005

HE01006

HE01008

HE01009

HE01010

HE01011

HE01012

HE01013

HE01014

IP00645

IP00645F

IP00645FH

IP03542

IP03543

KL02660

KL03174

KL03610

front fog lights Hella FF50
set consisting of two front fog lamps including professionel wiring-kit. No Clamp lamp brackets included in
scope of delivery, please order separately; Dimensions in mm W 117, 4 X H 72, 9 X D 96, 2
High-beam headlight Hella FF75
set consisting of two high-beam head lights including professionel wiring-kit. No Clamp lamp brackets included
in scope of delivery, please order separately; Dimensions in mm W 155, 5 X H 63, 7 X D 97, 5
front fog lights Hella FF75
set consisting of two front fog lamps including professionel wiring-kit. No Clamp lamp brackets included in
scope of delivery, please order separately; Dimensions in mmm W 155, 5 X H 63, 7 X D 97, 5
high-beam headlights Hella Comet FF450
set consisting of two square and prominent H3 high-beam head lights, 12 V / 55 W, with rugged black plastic
cover, for vertical and hanging mounting, mounting parts and manual, ECE-type approved. No Clamp lamp
brackets included in scope of delivery, please order separately
fog-lights Hella Comet FF450
set consisting of two square and prominent H3 front fog lights, 12 V / 55 W, with rugged black plastic cover, for
vertical and hanging mounting, mounting parts and manual, ECE-type approved. No Clamp lamp brackets
included in scope of delivery, please order separately
high-beam headlights Hella Comet FF500
set consisting of two classic and round H3 high-beam head lights, 12 V / 55 W, with rugged black plastic
cover, for vertical, mounting parts and manual, ECE-type approved, please order lamp bracket separately
fog-lights Hella Comet FF500
set consisting of two H3 front fog lights, 12 V / 55 W, with rugged black plastic cover, for vertical and hanging
mounting, mounting parts and manual, ECE-tyype approved please order lamp bracket separately
high-beam headlights Hella Comet FF550
set consisting of two modern and elegant H3-high-beam head lights, 12 V / 55 W, rugged black plastic covers,
for vertical and hanging mounting, mounting parts and manual, ECE-tyype approved. No Clamp lamp brackets
included in scope of delivery, please order separately
fog-lights Hella Comet FF550
set consisting of two modern and elegant H3 front fog lights, 12 V / 55 W, with rugged black plastic cover, for
vertical and hanging mounting, mounting parts and manual, ECE-tyype approved please order lamp bracket
separately
park distance control system tail
park assistance system with 4 radio-controlled sensors and multifunctional display. Individual programming
handy from from drivers seat. No need of cabling inside of vehicle interior, sensors are paintable, easy
mounting.
park distance control system front
park assistance system with 4 radio-controlled sensors and multifunctional display. Individual programming
handy from from drivers seat. No need of cabling inside of vehicle interior, sensors are paintable, easy
mounting.
park distance control system front and rear
with 8 radio-controlled sensors and multifunctional display. Individual programming handy from from drivers
seat. No need of cabling inside of vehicle interior, sensors are coatable
park distance control system front
park assistance system with 4 radio-controlled sensors and multifunctional display. Incl. GPS module for
vehicles where it is difficult to get access to the speed signal. Individual programming handy from from drivers
seat. No need of cabling inside of vehicle interior, sensors are paintable, easy mounting.
park distance control system front and rear
park assistance system with 4 radio-controlled sensors and multifunctional display. Incl. GPS module for
vehicles where it is difficult to get access to the speed signal. Individual programming handy from from drivers
seat. No need of cabling inside of vehicle interior, sensors are paintable, easy mounting
dog ramp
Dog ladder, innovative ramp loader, tripple telescopic, high grade mix of alloy and plastic. "SuperGrip" on
running surface for safe step. The ramp is infinitely adjustable. Angled surface area with foamed cushion. Inkl.
fixation belt for stowage if not in use. Makes it easier to get in and off nearly every car. Load capacity up to 85
kg when shared by 4 pads, steplessly variable from 73 to 163 cm, width 41 cm, stow dimension (W x L x H in
cm) approx. 41 x 73 x 12, weight approx. 5, 5 kg.
Dirt mat
bumper protection, PVC, black, Mounting via Velcro® fastener. Only to use in combination with dedicated
bootliner (not enclosed in scope of delivery)
Metall Grate
Dog Guard for secure partition between the boot space and the passenger compartment, top, easy to remove,
no drill necessary, applicable for usage with airbag, for vehicels with head-impact airbag

EUR 72,00

EUR 73,28

EUR 73,19

EUR 113,05

EUR 113,05

EUR 113,05

EUR 113,05

EUR 113,05

EUR 113,05

EUR 259,00

EUR 259,00

EUR 439,90

EUR 279,00

EUR 459,00

EUR 169,90

EUR 19,90

EUR 195,00
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KL03674

KL04285

KL04308

KL04309

KL04310

NL00242

PE01807

VM01541E
VM01542E
VM03571

VM03940

Boot liner
trunkliner, black, taylored, protects the boot against dust, animal hairs and wetness like water, oil and several
chemicals as well as scrates and knocks. The flexiible tough lamination with anti-slip surface is flameretardend, water-resistant and easy to clean. The textile lining of the cars boot is covered completely. The boot
liner is easy to insert. If not in use is also easy to remove and to fold. The liner protects the boot from headrests up to the boot sill. It is well suited for transportation of any dirty item. Depending on the boot surface the
the trunkliner will be mounted with hook-and-loop fasteners or push-buttons. Bumper protection is not
enclosed in scope of delivery.
NOTICE: Boot liner for SEAT Ateca with variable load area plain and sill of approx. 2 cm
Dog Ramp XL
Dog ladder in XL, innovative ramp loader, tripple telescopic, high grade mix of alloy and plastic. "SuperGrip"
on running surface for safe step. The ramp is infinitely adjustable. Angled surface area with foamed cushion.
Inkl. fixation belt for stowage if not in use. Makes it easier to get in and off nearly every car. Load capacity up
to 85 kg when shared by 4 pads, steplessly variable from 83 to 183 cm, width 41 cm, stow dimension (W x L x
H in cm) approx. 41 x 83 x 12, weight approx. 7, 6 kg.
Boot liner
trunkliner, black, taylored, protects the boot against dust, animal hairs and wetness like water, oil and several
chemicals as well as scrates and knocks. The flexiible tough lamination with anti-slip surface is flameretardend, water-resistant and easy to clean. The textile lining of the cars boot is covered completely. The boot
liner is easy to insert. If not in use is also easy to remove and to fold. The liner protects the boot from headrests up to the boot sill. It is well suited for transportation of any dirty item. Depending on the boot surface the
the trunkliner will be mounted with hook-and-loop fasteners or push-buttons. Bumper protection is not
enclosed in scope of delivery.
NOTE: Boot liner for SEAT Ateca with deep trunk floor (not variable) and sill of approx.16 cm (w/o compact
spare tyre)
Boot liner
trunkliner, black, taylored, protects the boot against dust, animal hairs and wetness like water, oil and several
chemicals as well as scrates and knocks. The flexiible tough lamination with anti-slip surface is flameretardend, water-resistant and easy to clean. The textile lining of the cars boot is covered completely. The boot
liner is easy to insert. If not in use is also easy to remove and to fold. The liner protects the boot from headrests up to the boot sill. It is well suited for transportation of any dirty item. Depending on the boot surface the
the trunkliner will be mounted with hook-and-loop fasteners or push-buttons. Bumper protection is not
enclosed in scope of delivery.
NOTE: Boot liner for SEAT Ateca with deep tunk floor (not variable) and sill of approx. 5 cm
Boot liner
trunkliner, black, taylored, protects the boot against dust, animal hairs and wetness like water, oil and several
chemicals as well as scrates and knocks. The flexiible tough lamination with anti-slip surface is flameretardend, water-resistant and easy to clean. The textile lining of the cars boot is covered completely. The boot
liner is easy to insert. If not in use is also easy to remove and to fold. The liner protects the boot from headrests up to the boot sill. It is well suited for transportation of any dirty item. Depending on the boot surface the
the trunkliner will be mounted with hook-and-loop fasteners or push-buttons. Bumper protection is not
enclosed in scope of delivery.
NOTICE: Boot liner for SEAT Ateca with variable trunk floor and sill of approx. 14 cm (sill board stored inside,
buttom)
seat heater
Seat heating, universal for back and seat areas, inclusive electrical kit and round switches with two stages.
Due to carbon technic easy to fit to the surfaces.
NOTE: Only for cars without glued seat surfaces!
bumper strips
plastics PUR, edition rounded-rounded, for front and rear. Mounting via adhesive, dimensions L/W/H in mm:
355/49/11. Included in delivery: strip set consisting of 2 pieces with double-faced adhesive tape and mounting
instruction. Universal item, not vehicle specific!
parking sensor for reverse
including four sensors each 18 mmm, LED balk display and accoustic signal
parking sensor for front
with four sensors each 18 mm, LED bar display, acustic signal and additional cutout switch
Park Distance Control front of rear
with four ultrasonic sensors, applicable for front or rear, adjustable sensitivy of sensors, acoustic signal,
shipment includes control unit, buzzer and wiring. For for vehicles with 12V DC only
running boards
alloy, stainless steel polished, with plastic treads and exact fit, depth of the surface appox. 13 cm, carrying
capacity per side 200 kg, no drills or welding necessary.
Shipment includes one set of running boards for left and right side, mounting equipment, mounting instruction
in German. Mounting at already existing mounting points of the car. time for mounting approx. one hour.

EUR 159,00

EUR 199,90

EUR 159,00

EUR 159,00

EUR 159,00

EUR 99,00

EUR 19,90

EUR 119,00
EUR 119,00
EUR 89,00

EUR 359,00
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VM03941

VM03942

VM03943

VM04238
VM04314

VM04317

VM04317/S

VM04473

VM04486

VM04487

VM04687

VM04687/S

incl. vehicle operating permit, no additional test acceptance or entry in car documents within the EC necessary
NOTE: Running boards for SEAT Ateca, not to be used for CUPRA Ateca!
running boards
alloy, side surface stainless steel black painted, with plastic treads and exact fit, depth of the surface appox.
13 cm, carrying capacity per side 200 kg, no drills or welding necessary.
Shipment includes one set of running boards for left and right side, mounting equipment, mounting instruction
in German. Mounting at already existing mounting points of the car. time for mounting approx. one hour.
incl. vehicle operating permit, no additional test acceptance or entry in car documents within the EC necessary
NOTE: Running boards for SEAT Ateca, not to be used for CUPRA Ateca!
Roof Bar Signo RTD
Roof bar / roof rack carrier for vehicles with flush mounted roof rails, aluminium with aerodynamic profile 57 x
30 mm, bars with flute, loading width approx. 110 cm, max load 100 kg (please observe the roof load of the
vehicle), mounting tools with coded keys for easy mounting lock and theft protection.
NOTE: Roof bars for SEAT Ateca with roof rails
Roof Bar Signo RTD
Roof bar / roof rack carrier for vehicles with flush mounted roof rails, alloy with steel cross bar covered with
robust plastic coating in black, 32 x 22 mm, loading width approx. 110 cm, max load 100 kg (please observe
the roof load of the vehicle), the roof rack ships incl. tools with coded keys for easy mounting lock and theft
protection.
NOTE: Roof bars for SEAT Ateca with roof rails
Rear Bumper Paint Protector
EUR 94,00
Bumper protection, aluminium black anodized, incl. double-sided adhesive tape for mounting.
trunkliner
rubber mat in premium quality with slighty increased border, manufactured of anti-slip SBR rubber, discreet
vanilla smell. Protects the car carpet against dirt, snow, liquids and moisture penetration. Therfor corrosion of
the cars floor will be prevented. Sand and liquids can be dumped with ease. Easy to clean. Not to use in
combination with a boot rail system at the same time.
Clamp lamp brackets
Clamplamp holders, stainless steel brushed, for front guard, 63 mm tube, set consisting of two brackets.
ADVICE: Only to use for tube diameter of 63 mm
Clamp lamp brackets
Clamplamp holders, stainless steel black coated, for front guard, 63 mm tube, set consisting of two brackets.
ADVICE: Only to use for tube diameter of 63 mm
Cargo Containment System
Original CargoTech system by WeatherTec integrates with either a separately offered Boot Liner, standard
surface of your car trunk, or SUV boot area to aid in securing large or unusually shaped items, such as
grocery bags, coolers, bottle cases or plants. Molded from two different materials, the Cargo Containment
System couples a durable plastic "fence" with a super-grippy underside to ensure your goods remain stable.
Not recommended for use on carpets.
Sold as a set-of-four with each corner piece measuring: approx. 20 cm x 20 cm x 13 cm. Possibly illustrated
cartons or beverage boxes are not included in the delivery.
spoiler protection pipe
EC front apron protection pipe, cranked, stainless steel polished, 60 mm with deko underride protection (no
protection).
Shipment incl. mounting material and EC type approval. No entry in car documents within the EC necessary.
NOTE: Spoiler protection tube for SEAT Ateca, not to be used for CUPRA Ateca!
spoiler protection pipe
Spoiler pipe cranked, stainless steel polished, 60 mm.
Shipment incl. mounting material and EC type approval. No entry in car documents within the EC necessary.
NOTE: Spoiler protection tube for SEAT Ateca, not to be used for CUPRA Ateca!
frontbar
Frontguard, stainless steel, 63 mm with integrated cross-brace.
Please note: At vehicles with park assistance system the two inner sensors are deactivated by the selfadhesive covers. The outer sensors will still be functional. Covers are enclosed in shipment for free. On
vehicles with front camera the upper tube of the bar is in the visible area of the field of view!
Shipment of the accessory incl. mounting material and EC type approval. No entry in car documents within the
EC necessary.
NOTE: Front bar for SEAT Ateca, not to be used for CUPRA Ateca!
frontbar
Frontguard, stainless steel black powder-coated, 63 mm with integrated cross brace.
Please note: At vehicles with park assistance system the two inner sensors are deactivated by the selfadhesive covers. The outer sensors will still be functional. Covers are enclosed in shipment for free. On
vehicles with front camera the upper tube of the bar is in the visible area of the field of view!

EUR 359,00

EUR 238,00

EUR 184,00

EUR 49,00*
EUR 40,00

EUR 66,52

EUR 66,52

EUR 35,70

EUR 559,00

EUR 439,00

EUR 351,00

EUR 351,00
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VM04688

VM04688/S

VM04689

VM04689/S

VM04690

VM04690/S

VM04947

Shipment of the accessory incl. mounting material and EC type approval. No entry in car documents within the
EC necessary.
NOTE: Front bar black for SEAT Ateca, not to be used for CUPRA Ateca!
side bars
design bars, stainless steel polished, mm, with step plateset in mix of alloy and rubber, set consisting of two
pipes, incl. Component Test Report.
The installation of sill pipes and running boards takes place at the existing points of the vehicle. Depending on
the vehicle manufacturer, model and version, measures may be required on the vehicle. These include small
cutouts on plastic parts in non-visible areas as well as holes. A vehicle-specific assembly instructions and
mounting material are included. The limitations and installation instructions listed in the report are to be
observed. Mounting approval through an inspection authority is obligatory and can result in additional costs.
NOTE: Side step bars for SEAT Ateca, not to be used for CUPRA Ateca!
side bars
Design bars, stainless steel black powder-coated, oval, with step plateset in mix of alloy and rubber, set
consisting of two pipes, incl. Component Test Report.
The installation of sill pipes and running boards takes place at the existing points of the vehicle. Depending on
the vehicle manufacturer, model and version, measures may be required on the vehicle. These include small
cutouts on plastic parts in non-visible areas as well as holes. A vehicle-specific assembly instructions and
mounting material are included. The limitations and installation instructions listed in the report are to be
observed. The inspection / acceptance at a technical inspection center is obligatory and can lead to further
costs.
NOTE: Side step bars black for SEAT Ateca, not to be used for CUPRA Ateca!
side bars
side bars, stainless steel polished, oval, with upstep plastic black, set consisting of two pipes, incl. Component
Test Report.
The installation of sill pipes and running boards takes place at the existing points of the vehicle. Depending on
the vehicle manufacturer, model and version, measures may be required on the vehicle. These include small
cutouts on plastic parts in non-visible areas as well as holes. A vehicle-specific assembly instructions and
mounting material are included. The limitations and installation instructions listed in the report are to be
observed. The inspection / acceptance at a technical inspection center is obligatory and can lead to further
costs.
NOTE: Spoiler protection tube for SEAT Ateca, not to be used for CUPRA Ateca!
side bars
Side bars, stainless steel black powder-coated, oval, with upstep plastic black, set consisting of two pipes, incl.
Component Test Report.
The installation of sill pipes and running boards takes place at the existing points of the vehicle. Depending on
the vehicle manufacturer, model and version, measures may be required on the vehicle. These include small
cutouts on plastic parts in non-visible areas as well as holes. A vehicle-specific assembly instructions and
mounting material are included. The limitations and installation instructions listed in the report are to be
observed. Mounting approval through an inspection authority is obligatory and can result in additional costs.
NOTE: Side step bars black for SEAT Ateca, not to be used for CUPRA Ateca!
side bars
Stainless steel polished 76 mm, set consisting of two side skirts, incl. Component Test Report.
The installation of sill pipes and running boards takes place at the existing points of the vehicle. Depending on
the vehicle manufacturer, model and version, measures may be required on the vehicle. These include small
cutouts on plastic parts in non-visible areas as well as holes. A vehicle-specific assembly instructions and
mounting material are included. The limitations and installation instructions listed in the report are to be
observed. Mounting approval through an inspection authority is obligatory and can result in additional costs.
NOTE: Spoiler protection tube for SEAT Ateca, not to be used for CUPRA Ateca!
side bars
Stainless steel black powder-coated 76 mm, set consisting of two side skirts with black treads, incl.
Component Test Report.
The installation of sill pipes and running boards takes place at the existing points of the vehicle. Depending on
the vehicle manufacturer, model and version, measures may be required on the vehicle. These include small
cutouts on plastic parts in non-visible areas as well as holes. A vehicle-specific assembly instructions and
mounting material are included. The limitations and installation instructions listed in the report are to be
observed. Mounting approval through an inspection authority is obligatory and can result in additional costs.
NOTE: Side step bars black for SEAT Ateca, not to be used for CUPRA Ateca!
Coasters for cup holders
Coasters made with enviro-friendly TPE material. Added sidewall protection that cover the bottom and sides of
your cup holder that catches and holds spills, condensation, crumbs and other messes. Produced with a
unique textured and ribbed pattern that ensures your drink will never get stuck allowing your beverage to
perspire, while raising it away from the mess. Molded, specialized finger handles make removal and cleaning
a breeze.

EUR 506,00

EUR 506,00

EUR 483,00

EUR 483,00

EUR 436,00

EUR 436,00

EUR 11,90
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VMRBP902

VT00540

VT00540/S

VT00540/XXL

NOTE: This is a universal and not a vehicle specific product.Diameter about 8 cm, raised edge about 2 cm, set
of four coasters. Please check the dimensions of your vehicle before ordering.
Rear Bumper Paint Protector
Manufactured in ABS plastic, black, C.N.C. trimmed to ensure a perfect fit. Secured in position with 3M selfadhesive tape. Many models pick up on existing bolts or self-tapping screws. Quick and easy to fit. Full
diagramatic fitting instructions are supplied
wheel arch
universal, for front or rear, wide edition 25 - 32 mm width, length approx. 21, 5 cm, set two-piece for left and
right, incl. double-sided adhesive tape
wheel arch
universal, for front or rear, slim edition 10 - 13 cm width, length approx. 21, 5 cm, set two-piece for left and
right, incl. double-sided adhesive tape
wheel arch
universal for front or rear, wide edition 25 - 32 mm width, length approx. 70 cm, set two-piece for left and right,
incl. double-sided adhesive tape

EUR 75,22

EUR 34,90

EUR 34,90

EUR 48,20

* SALE - while stocks last
All prices in EUR including VAT. Delivery is ex works, excluding shipping costs. Errors, omissions and intermediate sale without notice.
For all goods and services shall apply our currently valid general terms and conditions.
Updated: 30.3.2020
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